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12Abstract Nowadays touch technologies have become ubiquitous, motivating researchers to
13explore their potential - especially in collaborative scenarios. Studies on collaboration applying
14joint visual spaces like multi-touch tables (MTT) demonstrated positive effects on perfor-
15mance. Yet, factors like prior knowledge and preferences, resulting in cognitive biases, were
16neglected although they are likely to put additional demands on collaboration. Whether touch
17technology can support its users in mastering the resulting challenges remains an open issue.
18To address this issue, we employed a hidden-profile (HP) paradigm (e.g., Schulz-Hardt and
19Mojzisch 2012) to investigate whether the affordances of specific support functions realized in
20a collaboration support kit (CSK) on a MTT help to overcome established pitfalls of collab-
21oration (prior preferences and discussion biases). The CSK comprised a joint space (JS) and
22private spaces (PS), it allowed participants to push information from the PS into the JS, to
23jointly sort information within the JS, and it provided automatic functions like merging
24information. To replicate traditional HP studies, triads in a standard HP condition (n = 25)
25exchanged information in a discussion; triads in the CSK condition (n = 29) were additionally
26provided with the CSK consisting of the aforementioned functions. Our results revealed that
27CSK groups showed greater discussion intensity, more balanced discussions, more indicators
28of mutual understanding, and better decision performance than standard HP groups. This is
29original evidence that affordances of a MTT with interactive support functions can be used to
30overcome biases from prior preferences and to enhance collaboration.
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34Introduction

35In everyday life, collaboration is omnipresent (Hollenbeck et al. 1995; Lightle et al. 2009): We
36have meetings and brainstorming sessions at work, classes and learning groups at school, and
37we have research groups and conferences in academics. In sports, we have teams; in politics,
38we have parties, committees, and the parliament. We have advisory boards and expert panels
39for all kinds of tasks and problems, because we expect groups to deliver better results than
40individuals. As a result, important decisions are seldom made by one individual alone, but
41rather discussed and made within small groups (Schulz-Hardt and Mojzisch 2012). Therefore,
42the ability to collaborate is a ubiquitously required and increasingly important skill. Indeed,
43researchers agree that collaboration in small groups represents a valuable chance for activities
44and behaviors that are associated with intensive engagement, motivation and that can result in
45deep learning (Mercier and Higgins 2013; Ras et al. 2014). Hence, there has been growing
46interest in the topic of collaboration in research and comparative performance studies. This is
47reflected in various approaches attempting to define and assess collaboration skills as central
4821st century skills, e.g., by the Center for Research on Evaluation, Standard, and Student
49Testing (CRESST) and the Assessment and Teaching of 21st century skills (ATC21S) project
50(Scoular et al. 2017).
51It is important to note that in many situations, a single individual has neither all relevant
52knowledge nor every specific ability to meet the diverse challenges of complex tasks on his/her
53own. Hence, groups actually hold the potential to outperform individuals due to the inter-
54individual exchange and integration of diverse information, different viewpoints, and divergent
55expertise (Greitemeyer et al. 2003; Hinsz et al. 1997). Discussing, integrating and explaining
56content in collaborative scenarios has been linked to deep learning, critical thinking, shared
57understanding, and long-term retention, and has further been shown to improve social and
58communication skills (e.g., Garrison et al. 2001; Kirschner and Kreijns 2005). Also, high
59expectations for groups have been fueled by the assumption that they can create synergy
60effects, thus achieving outcomes that go beyond what any individual could achieve (e.g.,
61McGrath 1984; Stasser Q1& Birchmeier, 2003).
62However, insights from CSCL research show that collaboration does not automatically lead
63to beneficial processes for learning and task performance (Kharrufa et al. 2009). Despite the
64unequivocal potential of collaboration, it has repeatedly been shown that groups often
65experience major difficulties in pooling distributed information, in establishing and maintain-
66ing common ground, and in coordinating the collaborative process (Rummel and Spada 2005).
67To advance collaboration, the development and investigation of tools to technologically foster
68mutual understanding, appropriate actions, and team organization are important goals to
69pursue (OECD 2017). With regard to this agenda, an important insight coming from a broad
70range of CSCL research is that neither the use of media nor the possibility to collaborate per se
71improve outcomes (e.g., Dillenbourg and Fischer 2007). Rather, the crucial factor is to create
72an environment (e.g., through instructions and scripting) that fosters effective and productive
73interaction processes. Since reaching a mutual understanding of the task and the content is of
74utmost importance for successful collaborative learning (Barron 2003) one focus has been the
75potential of providing support for intersubjective meaning making/grounding processes
76(Mercier and Higgins 2013; Suthers 2006). Within the last years, various studies explored
77the advantages the large and shared display of a multi-touch table can provide to establish and
78maintain mutual understanding (Dillenbourg and Evans 2011; Mercier and Higgins 2014; Rick
79and Keynes 2009). Summing up this research, collaboration has often been supported using
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80scripting procedures or specific software highlighting problems, difficulties, or to-be-discussed
81information (e.g., Deiglmayr and Spada 2010b). It is important to note that many of these
82applications and studies concentrate on school-aged children (Piper and Hollan 2009) and that
83it cannot be taken for granted that groups can use the provided support of a multi-touch table
84efficiently (Mercier and Higgins 2014).
85The present study extends this research by examining how the affordances of an intuitively
86usable collaboration support kit (CSK) can spontaneously help university students to improve
87collaboration processes and thus to overcome pitfalls of collaboration. Our CSK comprised a
88joint space (JS; as in previous studies) and private spaces (PS), as well as interactive support
89functions: it allowed participants to move information on the multi-touch table (something
90students are supposedly familiar with due to the omnipresence of touchscreen devices in
91everyday life). In detail, participants were enabled to push information from the PS into the JS
92and to jointly sort information within the JS. Further, they were provided with automatic
93functions like the merging of redundant information in the JS. These functions were imple-
94mented without training. To investigate relevant collaborative problem solving (CPS) process-
95es and to transfer insights from prior studies to a new setting, we used the hidden-profile (HP)
96paradigm (Stasser and Titus 1985) which represents an established paradigm in social psy-
97chology and which has previously been implemented to investigate CPS (OECD 2017). A
98major difficulty in this paradigm is to overcome an initially formed preference and the resulting
99biases in information exchange and processing (Schulz-Hardt and Mojzisch 2012).
100While the use and the potential benefits of tabletops and touch technology for collaborative
101learning scenarios have been the subject of CSCL studies (e.g., Antle 2012; Harris et al. 2009;
102Higgins et al. 2012; Rick and Keynes 2009), the role of prior preferences and knowledge for
103the subsequent information exchange has not yet been addressed in detail. In educational and
104everyday scenarios outside of laboratories and carefully planned studies, biases resulting from
105prior preferences and knowledge are likely to influence the collaborative processes and should
106be taken into account. Aiming to reduce this gap, we combined insights from CSCL research
107on the use of tabletops with insights from HP research on detrimental processes and biases
108resulting from prior preferences. Our goal was to demonstrate that the affordances of our CSK
109can support groups in overcoming prior preferences by raising the quantity and the quality of
110the information exchange. Therefore, we assessed whether our CSK spontaneously elicits
111interactive processes which increase the likelihood of exchanging and integrating previously
112unshared information in a balanced manner (i.e., by reducing biases). We hypothesize the
113positive influence of the CSK to be reflected in increased discussion intensity and mutual
114understanding and in decreased discussion biases, which in turn are hypothesized to be
115associated with a higher probability of successful task solution.

116Theoretical background

117Collaboration is defined by Roschelle and Teasley (1995) as “a coordinated, synchronous
118activity that is the result of a continued attempt to construct and maintain a shared conception
119of a problem” (p. 70). Combining this understanding of collaboration with problem solving
120(see Mayer and Wittrock 2006), it follows that CPS comprises the process of jointly working
121towards the solution of a problem when the path to this solution is unclear. It has been shown
122that collaboration likely stimulates cross-fertilization and individual learning (Brodbeck et al.
1232007). Indeed, learning effects in CPS have previously been the target of research, especially
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124within the CSCL community. It is noteworthy that learning through collaboration can even
125occur in the absence of the intentional effort to learn, for example through insights coming up
126while working on a problem-solving task (Bronckart 1995; Dervin 2003).
127Recently, CPS is receiving attention in educational contexts (Maquil et al. 2017).1 Taking
128into account the complex nature of CPS, it can be said that several factors – task character-
129istics, medium, and team composition to name a few – are of relevance for successful CPS in a
130given situation and that their impact differs as a function of the specific setting (OECD 2017).
131However, one factor that drives successful CPS in any scenario is the means of communication
132between the collaborators (Dillenbourg and Traum 2006; Fiore and Schooler 2004). Profi-
133ciency in communication entails taking into account the perspectives and knowledge of others
134and establishing as well as maintaining a mutual understanding of the solution process (OECD
1352017). Maintaining a mutual understanding in turn requires groups to engage in building and
136constantly updating a common ground, also necessitating efforts to coordinate the content and
137structure of the interaction (Clark and Brennan 1991). Hence, it is important to identify ways to
138support proficiency in communication as intuitively as possible – which we attempted to do by
139making use of a multi-touch table’s technological characteristics and their affordances in the
140current study.

141The role of technology

142Since the establishment and maintenance of mutual understandings are central for successful
143collaboration (see PISA Q32015), previous studies investigated how they can be fostered using
144modern technologies. Actually, many studies investigating the effects of communication
145technology compared face-to-face communication with computer-mediated communication;
146Wittenbaum et al. 2004). Overall, the results suggest that the “type” of communication does
147not substantially affect information pooling and decision quality in HP scenarios (Lu et al.
1482012; Suthers et al. 2008a, 2008b Q4; Wittenbaum et al. 2004). Nonetheless, numerous CSCL
149studies underline the important role technological support can play to ensure successful
150collaboration and thus the accomplishment of desirable consequences of collaboration (e.g.,
151Deiglmayr and Spada 2010b).
152Clearly, no specific technology can claim to be the sole means of salvation (Dillenbourg
153and Evans 2011). Still, modern technologies provide interesting possibilities to support groups
154and individuals in such a way to relieve them of straining factors (Suthers 2006). Therefore, it
155has to be kept in mind that technological tools may differ with regard to their affordances and
156thus with regard to the processes and results they spontaneously evoke. Affordances are

1 The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) recognized the need to understand
collaboration skills by including CPS in their latest Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) in 2015
(OECD 2017). In PISA 2015, CPS was assessed by implementing a standardized computer supported human-
agent interaction, where a student was to solve the curriculum-independent tasks in collaboration with one or
more computer-simulated agents using pre-defined messages (OECD 2017). In general, at each step, the student
could choose the most adequate messages out of two to seven alternatives. When a message was sent, the
computerized agent replied accordingly and a new set of messages to choose from was presented to the student.
This circle repeated itself until the student came to the solution. It is important to note that students received
guidance from one of the agents if their choice was not conducive to reach the solution. Therefore, every student
ended up solving the task, only the paths to the solution differed. Summing up, in order to measure collaborative
skills, PISA developed a scripted, highly standardized paradigm, yielding a reliable assessment approach. Still,
this procedure comes with issues of reduced external validity, because this kind of collaboration with computer
agents does not directly compare to collaboration with actual persons ( Q2Greiff, Holt, & Funke, 2013).
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157properties that impel an action, for example a handle has the affordance to grab it and a button
158has the affordance to press it (Norman Q5, 1988, as cited in Kirschner and Kreijns 2005).
159According to Suthers and Hundhausen (2003), the affordances and possibilities technological
160functions offer hold the potential to lead interactions towards ideas that are associated with the
161afforded actions. If this holds true, then technological functions can be implemented precisely
162to make use of implied affordances in a goal-directed manner, namely to elicit desirable
163behavior without explicit instructions. Thus, an effective use of technology requires congru-
164ency of afforded and desired actions. To specifically foster collaboration, technological support
165should enable intellectual exploration and social interaction, and it should be specifically
166designed to mediate and augment the establishment of mutual understanding (Stahl et al. 2006;
167Suthers 2006).
168Traditionally, research that investigated support functions targeted collaboration in dis-
169persed teams. In line with current patterns of media use in everyday life (chat, videoconfer-
170ences, etc.), mainly computer-mediated scenarios were explored (see Baltes et al. 2002;
171Wittenbaum et al. 2004). However, technological support can also improve communication
172between co-present collaborators (Suthers and Hundhausen 2003). An especially promising
173technology for group support in face-to-face situations is the multi-touch table which has been
174described as an “interpersonal computer” (Kaplan et al. 2009), because it has a large
175touchscreen surface, which allows a number of collaborators to simultaneously access a joint
176space and to interact with the represented content (Higgins et al. 2012; Shen et al. 2009). The
177simultaneously viewable screen (in comparison to individual screens or a small shared screen)
178and the possibility for joint control (no single input device like a mouse or a keyboard is
179needed) make up the special potential of a multi-touch table (Mercier and Higgins 2014).
180Thus, the employment of multi-touch tables may provide a technologically enriched setting
181especially suited to support face-to-face collaboration (Dillenbourg and Evans 2011; Higgins
182et al. 2011). In particular, multi-touch tables support co-location, multiple users, hands-on-
183activities, and multiple modes of communication (Dillenbourg and Evans 2011). This renders
184the multi-touch table a promising tool for learning settings at school or universities as well as
185professional settings whenever group work is applied. Within the shared and interactive visual
186environment, different functions can be implemented, such as the possibility to jointly move
187and structure pieces of information during discussion according to a commonly agreed “coding
188scheme”.
189Previous studies conducted within the CSCL community provide evidence for the multi-
190touch table’s potential benefits on collaboration. Higgins et al. (2012) compared groups of
191students performing a task either in a paper-based manner or at a multi-touch table. Interest-
192ingly, students using a multi-touch table were faster in reaching a shared understanding of the
193task than students in the paper-based condition. More specifically, students using the multi-
194touch table built more strongly on each other’s ideas and showed higher rates of responding to
195and considering contributions of other group members during discussion. Thus, the multi-
196touch table environment facilitated a beneficial pattern of interaction. In a related study by
197Mercier and Higgins (2014), student groups used a multi-touch table to create external
198representations in a logical problem solving situation. Groups using the multi-touch table to
199externalize their reasoning processes reached higher levels of reasoning, indicating that the use
200of the multi-touch table can support joint reasoning and thereby facilitate problem solving.
201Basheri, Burd and Baghaei (as cited in Mercier and Higgins 2014) also report differences in
202the way people interact with multi-touch tables in comparison to PCs. For example, conver-
203sations in the multi-touch table condition were more task-focused and less process-focused,
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204meaning groups in the multi-touch table condition talked more about task-related content than
205about how to proceed which was not the case in the PC condition (Harris et al. 2009). The
206potential benefits of multi-touch tables have been explored in a variety of case studies (Maquil
207et al. 2017). Researchers came to the conclusion that the decisive factor is not the multi-touch
208table itself but its use during collaboration, or rather, the affordances of the available functions
209and how they influence the manner of the interaction (Dillenbourg and Evans 2011; Higgins
210et al. 2011). To the best of our knowledge, the impact of affordances of multi-touch table
211support functions on biased communication processes has not been tested previously. The
212current study addressed this gap and complemented the existing research by investigating how
213affordances of intuitive interactive support functions implemented on a multi-touch table can
214support processes relevant for CPS, like a balanced exchange and integration of infor-
215mation as well as the establishment and maintenance of mutual understanding. To this
216end, we designed a CSK incorporating support functions to elicit the exchange and
217integration of information as well as actions related to building common ground in such
218a way that biases resulting from prior preferences can be overcome. For example, our
219CSK allowed users to push information pieces away from themselves into a shared area;
220we assume that this should help individuals to dissociate themselves from their own
221information pieces, thus potentially reducing the detrimental influence of ownership
222biases on discussion. Note that making use of these affordances can be viewed as an
223implicit scripting procedure. This should hence also help individuals to overcome prior
224preferences during discussion if new information contradicts previously-owned informa-
225tion pieces.

226The challenge to counteract biases

227When entering a collaborative situation, individuals usually hold some general beliefs; they
228have knowledge and convictions and are already persuaded by specific arguments (and
229reluctant to consider others). All of these are likely to influence the way in which an individual
230weighs upcoming arguments during information exchange and his/her interpretation of spe-
231cific information pieces. Furthermore, they are likely to differ among the teamed-up individ-
232uals, who are thus likely to come up with different conclusions based on the information
233mentioned during a group discussion. Accordingly, there is evidence showing that existing
234knowledge and prior preferences can result in biased information exchange and processing
235(Greitemeyer and Schulz-Hardt 2003; Tversky and Kahneman 1974) which in turn can
236threaten the success of CPS. The role of prior preferences has often been investigated in the
237laboratory using the HP paradigm, which is well-established in the domain of small-group
238research in social psychology and has been employed in various contexts (e.g.; Deiglmayr and
239Spada 2010a; Greitemeyer and Schulz-Hardt 2003; Suthers et al. 2008a, 2008b). The defining
240characteristic of the HP paradigm is that prior preferences are experimentally manipulated by
241implementing an information distribution in which group members receive so-called shared
242information pieces (every member possesses this piece of information) as well as so-called
243unshared information pieces (only one member possesses this piece of information) prior to
244the group discussion. It is important to note that, within the HP terminology, the term “shared
245information” neither implicates a mutual understanding of the information nor awareness or
246common ground with regard to who else possesses this piece of information. It merely
247describes the fact that each group member has this information piece in his/her initial
248information set.
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249The HP paradigm consists of two phases, in which participants have to decide between
250several alternatives in a given setting such as a job candidate selection task in a professional
251setting. In the first phase, information about the alternatives is presented individually to each
252group member. Importantly, the set of information favors a suboptimal decision alternative for
253each participant. As a result, if he/she properly integrates the information pieces, each
254participant forms a “false” preference for a non-optimal candidate in this individual phase.
255Once all participants have formed a (false) preference, they enter the second phase of the HP
256paradigm, in which they meet the other group members for a discussion. The group’s task is to
257exchange the pieces of information from the individual phase, to jointly integrate them, and to
258come up with the optimal decision collaboratively. The crucial point is that the optimal
259alternative is only revealed if the participants manage to exchange all pieces of information
260and integrate them in an unbiased manner. Surprisingly, groups often fail to solve the HP task
261(Brodbeck et al. 2007; Lu et al. 2012; Schulz-Hardt and Mojzisch 2012). They mostly
262concentrate on shared information and thus fail to overcome prior preferences and stick to a
263suboptimal alternative after the group discussion. Thus, even the exchange of all information
264does not guarantee successful task performance. The persistence of this group failure has
265sparked many attempts to identify the relevant processes (Brodbeck et al. 2007; Lu et al. 2012;
266Schulz-Hardt and Mojzisch 2012).
267The skewed distribution of information among group members renders the HP the proto-
268type of a situation in which a group has the chance to outperform an individual (Lu et al. 2012;
269Schulz-Hardt and Mojzisch 2012). In such a situation, collaboration can lead to synergetic
270effects, since it is the only way to solve the problem. This is because none of the individuals
271can find the best option based on his/her individual set of information. Therefore, group
272members have to overcome prior preferences through exchanging and integrating all pieces of
273information and constructing a shared understanding based on all information pieces in an
274unbiased manner. This makes the HP an ideal paradigm to study processes relevant for CPS
275and decision-making in a controlled experimental setting.
276Note that the HP procedure is based on similar principles as “Jigsaw grouping” (e.g.,
277Aronson et al. 1978), which represents an established cooperative learning technique within
278the CSCL community. In both scenarios, the exchange of information is necessary but not
279sufficient to reach the optimal solution. In Jigsaw grouping, each participant is part of one
280Jigsaw group as well as one expert group. In the first phase, each expert group studies one
281specific topic within the broad domain of interest. Later, each individual works together with
282his/her Jigsaw team, comprising one member of each expert group, to help one another learn
283about the domain as a whole (see also Slavin 2011). In both the HP task and Jigsaw grouping,
284exchanging and integrating information that had initially been known only by particular group
285members is crucial for successful learning and task performance. In both scenarios’ second
286phases, participants are encouraged to integrate information from the first phase. In Jigsaw
287tasks, this information is unshared and the challenge is to combine it properly in order to draw
288the adequate inferences (i.e., knowledge from different expertise areas is combined). The
289crucial difference is that in HP tasks, there are shared and unshared information pieces, and
290thus incorrect preferences are experimentally triggered within participants prior to the ex-
291change phase, so their specific influence on the group discussion can be investigated. Thus, the
292major difficulty within the HP paradigm is to establish an unbiased integration of information
293in spite of initially formed preferences and the resulting biases in information exchange and
294processing. Another difference between the paradigms is that Jigsaw focuses on information
295exchange with the goal to enhance each group member’s knowledge based on the integration
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296of all information, whereas the HP task requires participants to come to a joint decision. Yet,
297this difference mainly concerns the outcome measure of the collaboration. Though the HP task
298is completed only upon a decision about the optimal candidate, measures of information
299exchange and communication can and should be assessed as well, as both crucially determine
300successful HP performance. This is why we argue that the HP represents a fruitful approach to
301extend the knowledge on CPS processes in a situation where prior knowledge is apparent.
302The HP paradigm has previously been implemented in a few CSCL studies to gain insights
303on collaborative processes. For example, Suthers et al. (2008a, 2008b) investigated collabo-
304rative knowledge construction and how it depends on different support functionalities. Dyads
305of asynchronously communicating partners were tested in a dispersed computer-mediated
306setting. Among others, the compared support approaches comprised conditions of threaded
307discussion or knowledge mapping. The result of this study neither revealed differences
308between the conditions with regard to solution quality, nor with regard to information
309exchange and memory measures. The observed differences rather concerned the usability
310(knowledge mapping received more negative comments), the timing of solution steps (earlier
311consideration of hypotheses in the mapping approach), and the discussion intensity (less
312discussion in the threaded discussion approach). This pattern of results might indicate that
313the different support approaches varied not so much in their effectiveness with regard to
314solution attainment but rather in their effect on the chosen path to the solution. Thus, not only
315outcomes like solution quality, but also the impact of a support approach on the solution
316process should be explored to increase our understanding of how technological support can be
317used to enhance processes relevant for CPS. That is, the HP task not only enables us to
318measure the decision outcome but also to assess indicators of the solution process, which
319forms an appropriate basis to generalize findings from the HP task to other collaboration
320scenarios.
321In their studies employing the HP paradigm, Deiglmayr and Spada (2010a, 2010b, 2011)
322investigated the skill to draw inferences from interdependent information that had been
323unshared and distributed between collaboration partners (“collaborative inferences”). They
324showed that groups receiving training and guidance from a tutoring tool were better at drawing
325inferences from pooled information (a collaboration skill many people struggle with) in a
326subsequent task, compared to groups without tutoring tool or prior training (Deiglmayr and
327Spada 2010b). Participants with tutoring had to exchange information in a computer-mediated
328setting and received feedback, such as praise for every new information item they brought up
329and for drawing correct inferences. Furthermore, they received prompts as to who had
330corresponding information and hints when information pieces were still missing or an infer-
331ence was not yet drawn. A human observer matched the feedback to the respective utterance.
332This specific feedback during the training phase is an example of a very effective and elaborate
333– while at the same time very close-knit and explicit – form of scripting, that holds the
334disadvantage of being quite resource demanding. Note that, though one cannot directly
335compare different types of inferences in this study’s HP task to Deiglmayr and Spada
336(2010a, 2010b), our task is similar to the one used in their study in that participants need to
337integrate their collaborative knowledge resources in order to succeed. Furthermore, we
338employed no training or explicit scripting, choosing instead to focus on a less demanding
339and intuitively usable CSK. Employing this CSK and its affordances can be viewed as implicit
340scripting. For example, participants might perceive the availability of the different spaces (JS,
341PS) as a prompt where to place information pieces, and the structure of information pieces
342within the JS might highlight, whether an information piece has been discussed.
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343The current study

344The current study aimed to investigate whether small groups in a relatively unrestricted setting
345can be supported in overcoming prior preferences and resulting biases in information exchange
346through the affordances of intuitively usable technological functions. We analyzed the discussion
347process of groups performing a HP paradigm through video data and additionally measured the
348joint task performance (i.e., final group decision). In accordance with the PISA framework, in
349which the establishment and maintenance of a shared understanding is postulated as one of the
350central competencies underlying successful human-to-human collaboration, our aim was to test
351how the affordances of interactive support functions elicit expedient behavior with regard to the
352aforementioned processes. To accomplish this goal, we observed CPS processes derived from the
353PISA framework in a computer-supported human-to-human interaction, focusing especially on
354processes related to establishing and maintaining a shared understanding and on processes
355relevant for the solution of HP tasks (OECD 2017; Schulz-Hardt and Mojzisch 2012).
356According to Rick and Keynes (2009), the interface design elicits behavioral and emotional
357responses (in the sense of affordances) in users, thereby influencing the manner of the
358collaborative process. To determine what kind of interactive support functions would be most
359suitable to elicit desirable behavior in a HP scenario, we not only focused on the processes that
360are important for this type of task in general (e.g., establish and maintain mutual understand-
361ing), but also on processes that are specifically known as HP hindrances. To this end, we
362employed a recent model determining specific processes that can prevent groups from solving
363HP tasks (Brodbeck et al. 2007; Schulz-Hardt and Mojzisch 2012). The model postulates that
364two general processes are necessary for success: (1) the exchange of all relevant information
365within the group and (2) the processing of this information by each individual (Schulz-Hardt
366and Mojzisch 2012). In addition, Schulz-Hardt and Mojzisch (2012) state that these two
367processes have to be characterized by (A) a sufficient intensity and (B) a sufficient lack of
368bias. The combination of the two processes and the two characteristics results in four factors
369that are likely to impair the solution of HP tasks (see Fig. 1): a) insufficient discussion intensity
370(not all pieces of relevant information are exchanged), b) insufficient processing intensity
371(superficial processing, information is not encoded properly), c) discussion biases (shared and
372preference-consistent information is mentioned more often), and d) evaluation biases (shared
373and preference-consistent information is evaluated more favorably, perceived ownership of
374information leads to more favorable evaluations). With regard to biases, one influencing factor
375is that shared information is repeated more often during discussion, which may cause a shift in
376the processing and evaluation of this information (Lu et al. 2012). Furthermore, without
377sufficient motivation, the group members are likely to exchange information only superficially;
378the discussion intensity may thus stay low, impeding the solution of the HP task (Scholten
379et al. 2007).

Fig. 1 Factors possibly impairing the solution of hidden profile tasks according to Schulz-Hardt and Mojzisch
(2012)
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380Note that a negative manifestation of only one of these factors is sufficient to prevent
381groups from finding the optimal alternative. Thus, to support groups in solving HP tasks,
382discussion biases should be minimized, discussion intensity should be increased, information
383processing should be facilitated, evaluation biases should be decreased, and group members
384should be sufficiently motivated. Without establishing and maintaining a mutual understanding
385of all information, solving the HP is unlikely.
386Following Schulz-Hardt and Mojzisch (2012), we assume that the postulated processes are
387just as relevant in other collaboration scenarios and more natural settings. Therefore, we
388employed support functions that are also likely to elicit expedient behavior in other scenarios
389requiring the exchange and integration of information, as well as overcoming preferences
390(though this remains to be tested in future research). Using these functions to elicit certain
391behavior reflects an implicit form of scripting. In detail, we chose the functions comprising our
392CSK in a way to afford actions shown to raise discussion intensity (exchange of information),
393balance discussion biases (proportion of shared and unshared information), and foster mutual
394understanding. The functions aimed at eliciting a structured and balanced exchange of
395information and provided a setting in which a mutual understanding of the exchanged
396information can be established and maintained. Thereby, we planned to support participants
397in overcoming biases resulting from prior preferences. In detail, the CSK included the
398possibility to push individually owned information into a JS (promoting the exchange of all
399information and reducing the salience of ownership), the possibility to structure information
400together in this JS (promoting mutual understanding of the information), and a merging
401function (promoting a more balanced discussion with regard to shared and unshared informa-
402tion). Furthermore, we expected the use of the rich and interactive nature of the communica-
403tion environment at the multi-touch table (as established by the employment of support
404functions in the CSK condition) to be linked to high engagement with the task, motivation,
405and involvement in the interaction. All these processes are expected to contribute to raising the
406chance to solve the HP. In sum, the effects of the CSK should be linked to a more intense and
407balanced discussion of information and to a better outcome.
408To examine whether our technological support at the multi-touch table served its
409purpose to spontaneously elicit and enhance beneficial behaviors, we compared CPS
410processes and performance of groups with a CSK (CSK condition) to those of groups
411performing under traditional HP conditions without such support (standard HP condi-
412tion). We designed the standard HP condition to replicate traditional HP setups while
413keeping the technological setting (i.e., individuals worked at the multi-touch table but
414each with a private space with no interactive features). This design allowed us to gauge
415our results in the context of other traditional HP studies and to investigate the potential
416of an intuitively usable CSK to foster processes relevant for CPS in situations where
417prior preferences are typical.
418Summing up, we hypothesized that, compared to groups in the standard HP condition,
419groups with the CSK available should show:

4201. a higher discussion intensity
4212. a more balanced ratio of shared and unshared information during discussion (i.e., less
422biased discussions)
4233. higher values on indicators for the establishment/maintenance of mutual understanding
4244. a higher rate of correct solutions (i.e., less biased decisions)
4255. higher engagement, motivation, and involvement
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426Methods

427Participants

428Participants were recruited via an online recruiting system (OrSEE) at the Leibniz Institut für
429Wissensmedien in Tübingen, Germany. Most participants were university students from
430different fields of study with a mean age of 22 years (SD = 4.55). In total, 219 participants
431(162 women) in 73 triad groups participated; they were randomly assigned to the experimental
432conditions. Nineteen groups were excluded from the analyses because videos were lost due to
433technical errors, leaving 29 groups in the support and 25 groups in the standard HP condition.
434Participants received an hourly rate of €8 as compensation.

435Design

436In our study, we manipulated whether the HP task was performed with the CSK at the multi-
437touch table vs. in a standard HP condition at the multi-touch table. Participants in the standard
438HP condition had access to their individual information sets within their PS during group
439discussion; participants in the CSK condition were enabled to move information pieces from
440their PS into the JS and to jointly sort them in any way to facilitate weighting of the arguments
441and decision making.
442Dependent variables were several indicators of the discussion intensity and biases, indica-
443tors for the establishment and maintenance of mutual understanding, and the quality of the
444group decision. Following Schulz-Hardt et al. (2006), we interpreted the discussion intensity to
445be reflected by the duration of the group discussion. Coded discussion data was converted into
446frequencies of utterances within the categories described in Fig. 2. These frequencies were
447used to calculate further indicators of discussion intensity. One indicator was the proportion of
448information introduced into discussion (the number of items mentioned at least once divided
449by the number of existing items within the respective category). The average proportion was
450calculated as the unweighted mean of the percentage of shared and unshared information. We
451used the rate of information repetition as another indicator (the total number of repetitions per
452group divided by the number of items mentioned at least once within the respective category).
453The average rate of repetition was calculated as the unweighted mean of the repetition rate of
454shared and unshared information.
455Regarding discussion biases, we first measured whether shared information was empha-
456sized during the discussion (see Schulz-Hardt et al. 2006), reflecting both the introduction and
457repetition of shared vs. unshared information. This bias was thus assessed by comparing the
458overall proportion of introduced shared vs. unshared information or repeated shared vs.
459unshared information. Further bias measures regarding information introduction as well as
460information repetition were calculated based on Stasser et al. (2000).2

461To assess the establishment and maintenance of mutual understanding, we analyzed
462indicators of the process of CPS and self-report measures as well as observer ratings. With
463regard to communicative processes, on-topic utterances and coordinative utterances were taken

2 For the discussion bias measure according to Stasser, Vaughan, and Stewart (2000) the introduction/repetition
rate for shared information was divided by the sum of the rate of introduced/repeated shared and unshared
information. For this measure a value of .5 (range 0 to 1) indicates an unbiased discussion, larger values indicate a
stronger bias towards shared information.
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464as positive, whereas off-topic utterances were taken as negative indicators of mutual under-
465standing. Further, mutual understanding of the information and the task at hand is reflected by
466whether integrated information (namely dimensions) or single characteristics form the base of
467the decision. Therefore, we analyzed self-report measures and observer ratings to reveal
468insights on the base of the group’s decision.
469The quality of a group decision was operationalized as the correctness of the choice the
470group agreed upon. The correct choice was Candidate C (in contrast to Candidates A or B).
471Last, subjective user experience was measured using engagement, motivation, and interac-
472tion involvement scales. That is, participants rated their motivation (1 item, “Finding a good
473solution was important to me”), their involvement in the interaction (3 items, Cronbach’s
474α = .52, e.g., “I was intensely involved in the interaction”), and their engagement with task and
475technology (6 items, Cronbach’s α = .76; e.g., “The multi-touch table supported me in
476immersing myself in the task”); each of these items was measured on a scale from 1 to 7
477(1 = do not agree, 7 = agree).

478Apparatus

479Multi-touch table The study was conducted on a multi-touch table by eyevis (EYE-LCD-
4808400-QHD-V2(-TIRP50AG)) with a 84” Ultra-HD LCD monitor and a resolution of 3840 ×
4812160 pixels at a frame rate of 660 Hz. The multi-touch table was equipped with a touch system
482from PQLabs and was capable of recognizing and recording over 50 touch points simulta-
483neously. The task environment was programmed with ActionScript3.
484Since we tested triads of participants, the multi-touch table interface consisted of three PSs
485(40 cm × 105 cm). In the CSK condition, we also had a JS (65 cm × 105 cm; see Fig. 2), so the
486information cards could be moved by each individual from his/her PS to the JS. This function
487was implemented to reduce the salience of ownership of information items (which has
488previously been shown to bias discussions; Brodbeck et al. 2007), to promote the pooling of
489all information items, and to enable visibility of own as well as of other group members’ items.
490Once entered into the JS, cards could also be rotated and moved around freely. Thus, each
491individual could move and structure all items within the JS during the discussion. This
492function was implemented to promote the establishment and maintenance of mutual under-
493standing. Some information cards were held by all three individuals; when one of those cards
494was pushed to the JS by one individual, then the matching cards were automatically pulled
495from the others’ PSs and merged into one card within the JS (promoting balance of shared and

Fig. 2 Illustration of the experimental setup in both experimental conditions (left illustration: CSK; right
illustration: standard HP)
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496unshared information during discussion). This function was implemented to counteract detri-
497mental effects of repetition (e.g., Weaver et al. 2007) during HP task performance.
498By providing the information within the JS to all group members, participants in the CSK
499condition were encouraged to not only verbally but also digitally exchange their individual
500information. All CSK functions were designed in a way to help the participants to integrate all
501information items and to overcome the preferences from the first phase.

502Video and discussion analysis Group discussions were videotaped for in-depth analysis
503using a Panasonic camcorder with integrated microphone (HC-V707, 1080p). A professional
504company specialized in audio transcriptions (audioTranscribe GbR) produced transcripts as
505support for the analysis of discussions. We adapted existing coding schemes (see Kolbe 2007;
506Sassenberg et al. 2014) to our research, resulting in 17 categories covering five classes for
507utterances (see Fig. 3). Within the classes “item” and “candidate”, the item number and
508candidate label were specified additionally to the category. Research assistants trained with
509the coding scheme coded the videos. An inter-rater reliability of Cohen’s κ = .69 (Cohen 1960)
510for the most detailed level (accordance of class, category, and specification) was considered
511sufficient (Landis and Koch 1977).
512

513Materials & procedure

514At the beginning of the study, participants individually signed the informed consent and
515positioned themselves at the multi-touch table to receive information for the HP task. Three
516participants worked at the same multi-touch table. Following the established HP procedure
517based on Greitemeyer and Schulz-Hardt (2003), participants were instructed to imagine being
518part of a selection committee, receiving three applications for a position as a project team
519leader. Within their PS, participants were then individually presented with information about
520three candidates, named Candidates A, B, and C (9 items per candidate), with privacy shields
521separating their PSs to ensure that participants could not exchange (or spy) information during

Fig. 3 Coding scheme used for the discussion analysis
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522the individual phase. Information were displayed on cards in black font on white background;
523the information cards additionally showed a blue square containing the letters A, B, or C as
524indicators of the described candidate. Each information item was either clearly positive (e.g.,
525“Is happy to assume responsibility”, “Speaks several foreign languages”) or moderately
526negative (e.g., “Frequently changes his mind”, “Is not very sociable”). All information items
527were chosen from a pool of 140 items tested in a pre-test (N = 18) in such a way that
528importance and valence ratings of the items were balanced across candidates. Each participant
529received 9 information items for each candidate; some of the information items were learned
530by all participants (i.e., “shared information”), other information items were only learned by
531one of the participants (i.e., “unshared information”). Taken together, there were 45 informa-
532tion items available to the group as a whole. These revealed Candidate C to be best option, B
533to be intermediate, and A to be least suitable. The overall information distribution was as
534follows: Candidate A had six positive (all shared) and nine negative (all unshared) attributes,
535Candidate B had seven positive (four shared, three unshared) and eight negative (two shared,
536six unshared) attributes, and Candidate C had nine positive (all unshared) and six negative (all
537shared) attributes. In a pretest, we presented participants with all three individual information
538sets at once (integrated information set; N = 28). Remarkably, 85.7% of participants in this
539pretest judged Candidate C to be the best candidate. In contrast, only 7.5% of the participants
540presented with any of the three individual information sets (N = 40) chose Candidate C, while
54132.5% chose B, and 60% chose A to be the best candidate.
542Each participant studied his/her initial information set for as long as desired and then chose
543a preferred candidate. All three participants indicated their individual preferences and rated
544each candidate with regard to his/her suitability (1–100). Next, instructions for the group
545discussion appeared within each participant’s PS. Participants in both conditions read that, like
546committee members in real-life, they did not receive all relevant information in the course of
547the individual phase. Therefore, they would now collaborate with two other committee
548members to finally identify the optimal candidate based on a larger amount of information.
549Remarkably, in consideration of all information pieces available to the group as a whole, the
550preferences from the first phase were sub-optimal, so they had to be overcome during the
551second phase of group discussion. The discussions were limited to a maximum of 20 min and
552were videotaped. Instructions specifically pointed out that the group members had not received
553the exact same information about Candidates A-C beforehand, so they had to exchange all
554pieces of the individual information sets to determine the best candidate.
555For groups in the CSK condition, the instructions additionally highlighted the available
556interactive support functions for the group discussion of the information pieces; they were
557asked to move all information items into the JS during discussion and were pointed to the
558possibility to sort information in any way to facilitate the decision for either candidate. Once all
559three PS were empty and triads indicated to have come to a joint decision, groups in the CSK
560condition were asked to enter their final decision and joint candidate ratings (on a scale from 1
561to 100).
562To prevent differential effects of forgetting in both experimental conditions, for the group
563discussion, the individual information sets were presented again within the PS in the standard
564HP condition; participants in this condition then had to verbally share the information pieces
565from the individual sets to find the best solution for the personnel selection task. After triads in
566the standard HP condition indicated to having exchanged all information and made their
567decision, the group decision was assessed. Then, the JS was activated and a merged version of
568all information items was therein presented (45 items, no repetition of shared information). The
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569groups were then allowed to discuss the information and were again asked to indicate their
570(revised) decision and to jointly enter suitability ratings for each candidate within the JS.
571Following the group decision, participants in both conditions again stated their individual
572decisions and candidate ratings (again protected by the privacy screen) and switched rooms to
573complete the paper-pencil questionnaire and the digital post questionnaires. At last, they
574received a debriefing and their payment.

575Results

576All analyses were conducted using the statistic software R (R Q6Core Team, 2012); the α-
577Level was set to be .05 for all analyses. We first report the results from our analyses
578testing whether providing groups with the CSK during group discussion increased the
579discussion intensity (Hypothesis 1), decreased discussion bias (Hypothesis 2), and
580fostered grounding processes (Hypothesis 3), as compared to the standard HP condition.
581We then report the results regarding decision quality within the CSK condition vs. the
582standard HP condition (Hypotheses 4). Last, we report results from exploratory analysis
583and additional analyses concerning differences between the experimental conditions
584regarding self-report measures such as engagement with the task and motivation (Hy-
585pothesis 5), and satisfaction with the interaction.

586Discussion intensity

587We expected the discussion intensity (as indicated by the discussion time, the proportion of
588introduced information, and the rate of information repetition) to be higher in the CSK
589condition than in the standard HP condition. Differences regarding the discussion intensity
590as a function of technological support were analyzed by means of separate one-factorial
591analyses of variance (ANOVA) for each indicator.

592Discussion time The overall discussion time differed between the CSK and standard HP
593condition, F(1, 52) = 40.84, p < .001, η2 = .44. That is, participants in the CSK condition (M =
59415.65 min, SD = 3.99 min) spent more time discussing before they indicated to having come to
595a joint decision than participants in the standard HP condition (M = 8.08 min, SD = 4.71 min).

596Average proportion of information introduced The ANOVA revealed a significant
597difference between the CSK and standard HP condition, Welch’s F(1, 33.02) = 18.82,
598p < .001, est.ω2 = .25. As expected, the proportion of introduced information items was larger
599in the CSK condition (M = 93%, SD = 11%) than in the standard HP condition (M = 71%,
600SD = 24%). This indicates that the collaborative process of information exchange was en-
601hanced in groups provided with the CSK compared to standard HP groups.

602Average rate of information repetition The average information repetition rate differed
603between conditions, F(1, 52) = 5.55, p = .022, η2 = .10. Participants repeated information items
604introduced into discussion more often in the CSK condition (M = 2.33, SD = 0.67) than in the
605standard HP condition (M = 1.89, SD = 0.68), meaning that the discussion was more intense
606when the CSK was available. This higher repetition rate may have caused the longer
607discussion time in the CSK condition compared to the standard HP condition.
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608Summing up the results regarding the discussion intensity, the results regarding all three
609indicators deliver converging evidence that providing the CSK raised the discussion intensity
610compared to the standard HP condition, thereby supporting Hypothesis 1.
611

612Discussion bias

613To analyze the discussion intent, we compared the proportion of shared relatively to
614unshared information pieces as a function of the experimental condition. We expected
615discussions to be more “balanced” in the CSK condition than in the standard HP
616condition. In detail, we used (1) the proportion of shared and unshared information
617items introduced and (2) the repetition rate as dependent variables. We expected no
618difference between shared and unshared information items in the CSK condition, where-
619as we expected to replicate the established bias towards shared information in the
620standard HP condition. To test this assumption, we conducted two two-factorial
621ANOVAs with the between-participants factor experimental condition (CSK, standard
622HP) and the within-participants factor information sharedness (shared, unshared). With
623regard to the amount of shared and unshared information pieces introduced into discus-
624sion, main effects of condition, F(1, 52) = 20.73, p < .001, ηG

2 = .26, and information-
625sharedness, F(1, 52) = 34.80, p < .001, ηG

2 = .08, were observed. Importantly, these were
626qualified by an interaction effect, F(1, 52) = 41.78, p < .001, ηG

2 = .10., indicating that
627shared and unshared information items were introduced in nearly identical rates in the
628CSK condition, yet shared information was introduced notably more often than unshared
629information in the standard HP condition (see Fig. 4). Turning to information repetition
630rates, only main effects of condition, F(1, 52) = 5.55, p = .022, ηG

2 = .08, and informa-
631tion-sharedness, F(1, 52) = 16.58, p < .001, ηG

2 = .05, were obtained; no interaction effect
632was observed, F(1, 52) = 2.17, p = .15, ηG

2 = .01. That is, groups in both experimental
633conditions repeated shared (M = 2.29, SD = 0.88) information items more often than
634unshared information items (M = 1.96, SD = 0.64), and groups in the CSK condition

Fig. 4 Overall information introduction rate for shared and unshared information pieces in the standard HP and
CSK conditions. Error bars represent the standard error of the means
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635(M = 2.33, SD = 0.72) repeated more information than groups in the standard HP condi-
636tion (M = 1.89, SD = 0.80).
637Overall, these results indicate that the typical discussion bias in favor of shared information
638–as reflected in the proportion of information introduced into discussion– was balanced out in
639CSK groups, supporting Hypothesis 2.

640Indicators of establishing and maintaining mutual understanding

641In order to gain insights on how groups focused on establishing and maintaining mutual
642understanding, we analyzed objective measures gained by coding the discussion video data as
643well as subjective measures as assessed in our post-task questionnaire. For the objective-
644measures analysis, we compared the number of utterances that were on-topic, off-topic or
645focused on the coordination of the interaction between both experimental conditions using
646linear mixed effect modeling. The type of utterance (on-topic, off-topic, coordinative), χ2(2) =
647216.75, p < .001, and the experimental condition (CSK, standard HP), χ2(1) = 17.96, p < .001,
648both influenced the number of utterances; more importantly, a significant interaction between
649both factors was obtained, χ2(2) = 23.98, p < .001. The increase of on-topic utterances in
650comparison to coordinative utterances, b = 32.23, t(108) = 3.72, p < .001, was higher in the
651CSK than in the standard HP condition (CSK condition: Mcoordination = 28.79, Mon-topic =
652135.70, Moff-topic = 8.21; standard HP condition: Mcoordination = 12.68, Mon-topic = 87.36, Moff-

653topic = 3.04).
654For the subjective-measure analysis, a one-factorial ANOVA was conducted to compare
655decision criteria between the experimental conditions (CSK, standard HP). Interestingly, a
656higher proportion of participants reported having used structured dimensions and integrated
657information (e.g., comparing candidate profiles) as decision criteria in the CSK condition (M =
65865%) than in the standard HP condition (M = 31%), F(1, 52) = 61.45, p < .001, η2 = .54.
659Further, unstructured specific characteristics of candidates were mentioned more often as
660decision criteria in self-reports from the standard HP condition (M = 73%) than in self-
661reports from the CSK condition (M = 16%), F(1, 52) = 65.90, p < .001, η2 = .56. In line with
662these subjective measures, the observer ratings also suggest that groups in the CSK condition
663discussed information with more focus on relevant dimensions like candidate, valence, and
664importance than groups in the standard HP condition (MCSK = 7.57, MstandardHP = 6.57; F(1,
66552) = 9.45, p = .003, η2 = .15).
666Taken together, the results obtained with regard to the objective as well as subjective
667indicators of the establishment and maintenance of mutual understanding converge in dem-
668onstrating that CSK groups reached a better mutual understanding than groups in the standard
669HP condition, thus yielding support for Hypothesis 3.

670Decision quality

671We assumed that beneficial effects of the interactive support functions on the collaborative
672process would carry over to the outcome quality. Hence, we expected the decision quality to be
673higher in the CSK condition than in the standard HP condition. We analyzed the decision
674quality as a dichotomous variable (right choice: Candidate C vs. wrong choice: Candidates A
675or B), so we fitted generalized linear effect models (glm model) of the logit-family to test our
676hypothesis, predicting the probability of the occurrence of a correct choice in the form of odds
677ratios (OR) with the glm function. Compared to a model containing only an intercept as
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678predictor (intercept model, AIC: 76.56) the model with the condition predictor (CSK vs.
679standard HP, AIC: 69.56) showed a better goodness-of-fit, χ2(1) = 9.06, p = .003. This indi-
680cates that the conditions differed in decision quality. In detail, the chance to make the right
681decision was over five times higher (OR = 5.58) in the CSK condition than in the standard HP
682condition (see Table 1). While only 32% of the groups in the standard HP condition made the
683correct choice, 72% of the groups in the CSK condition succeeded to solve the HP task. Taken
684together, the decision data supports our Hypothesis 4: As expected, the CSK condition was
685substantially more likely to solve the collaborative task, compared to those groups performing
686the traditional HP task without the CSK.
687With regard to the decision quality in the standard HP condition, an additional analysis
688revealed that the chance to make the right decision was over three times higher (OR = 3.78)
689after participants were presented with the merged set of information items than after pure
690discussion (see Table 2). That is, presenting participants with the whole set of information
691improved their decision performance. After the information had been presented within the JS,
69264% of the groups in the standard HP condition decided for the best candidate C.3 This
693analysis suggests that the pure presentation of the merged information pool might enable
694groups to reach better outcomes. However, it is important to note that our video data show that
695the path to this solution is characterized by little discussion, indicating a superficial integration
696process and no effort to build common ground. This indicates that activating the JS was less
697effective in enhancing the discussion than the usage of the whole CSK, comprising both the JS
698and automatic and adaptive support-functions.

699User experience

700We expected participants in the CSK condition to report higher engagement, motivation, and
701involvement in the interaction with their group members than participants in the standard HP
702condition. Separate one-factorial ANOVAs were conducted for these three self-report mea-
703sures. These analyses revealed that participants in the CSK condition (M = 5.76, SD = 0.96)
704were more engaged with the task and technology than participants in the standard HP
705condition (M = 5.18, SD = 0.94), F(1, 52) = 10.65, p = .002, η2 = .17. Similarly, participants
706in the CSK condition (M = 5.84, SD = 0.85) were more involved in the communication than
707those in the standard HP condition (M = 5.4, SD = 0.90), F(1, 52) = 10.65, p = .002, η2 = .13.
708However, no differences between the conditions were observed with regard to motivation, F(1,
70952) = 1.06, p = .308. Thus, the results do not support Hypothesis 5 unambiguously. It is
710notable, however, that motivation ratings of participants in both conditions were quite high
711(MCSK = 6.23, SDCSK = 1.00; MstandardHP = 6.07, SDstandardHP = 0.95 with “7” being the upper
712end of the rating scale), so possibly the lack of a difference between the conditions is
713attributable to a ceiling effect.
714With regard to the manner of CSK utilization, no systematic analysis can be provided.
715However, a look into screenshots from the multi-touch table revealed that the way in which
716groups employed the CSK differed. For example, some groups structured the information

3 When comparing the decision quality in the CSK condition to that of the standard HP condition after
participants saw the merged information, adding the condition predictor (AIC: 70.83) to the intercept model
(AIC: 69.27) did not improve goodness-of-fit, χ2(1) = 0.44, p = .507. That is, having been presented with the
merged information, the groups in the standard HP condition were as likely to decide for the best candidate as
groups in the CSK condition. Specifically, the chance to make the right decision was nearly identical (OR = 1.48)
in this analysis.
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717pieces strictly in columns, others shoved information pieces into the JS without even aligning
718them, still others build piles of information, and yet others were more reluctant to employ
719available functions.

720Discussion

721In the current study, we investigated whether a support kit specifically designed to support
722collaboration by building on affordances of intuitively usable interactive functions on a multi-
723touch table can help to overcome the detrimental influence of prior preferences, beliefs and
724knowledge on group work. We provide original evidence that our CSK counteracted biasing
725effects of prior preferences, beliefs, and knowledge, and also elicited unbiased communication
726and collaboration processes (i.e., balanced information exchange and integration). Specifically,
727we demonstrated that the implemented support functions helped participants to adjust task-
728relevant interaction processes in an expedient manner.
729We implemented a HP paradigm, requiring triads of participants to perform a personnel
730selection task. Importantly, triads had to overcome initial preferences during a group discus-
731sion at a multi-touch table to succeed in identifying the optimal job candidate (out of three
732candidates); they either had interactive support functions at the multi-touch table available
733(CSK condition) or performed the task in a traditional HP setting (standard HP condition)
734without joint control over the multi-touch table. During the first phase of the HP paradigm,
735which is performed individually, suboptimal preferences are evoked in the participants by
736confronting them with an experimentally controlled biased information set. This biased set
737comprises unshared information pieces (i.e., initially only one participant had this information)
738and shared information pieces (i.e., all participants had this information). In the HP task, the
739initial information sets are experimentally designed to lead to an initial preference for a
740candidate, which is not the optimal candidate in the light of the information presented to the
741triad as a whole. The second phase consists of a group discussion during which groups of
742participants have to realize that their initial preference is wrong, and they have to overcome it
743by exchanging the shared and especially the unshared information pieces from the first phase.
744Importantly, groups can only identify the optimal job candidate if the information pieces from
745all three individual sets are exchanged and integrated in an adequate manner. That is, groups

t2:1 Table 2 Glm model parameters with the dependent variable correct choice (odds ratio, OR) and information
display (standard HP - discussion/ standard HP - merged) as predictor. Z-values were calculated with 52 degrees
of freedom

t2:2 Estimate (OR) SE Z p

t2:3 Intercept -0.75 (0.47) 0.43 -1.76 .079
t2:4 Information display 1.33 (3.78) 0.6 2.22 .026*

t1:1 Table 1 Glm model parameters with the dependent variable correct choice (odds ratio, OR) and condition
(standard HP / CSK) as predictor. Z-values were calculated with 52 degrees of freedom

t1:2 Estimate (OR) SE Z p

t1:3 Intercept -0.75 (0.47) 0.43 -1.76 .079
t1:4 Condition 1.72 (5.58) 0.60 2.88 .004**
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746have to exchange sufficient information (discussion intensity) in a balanced way (discussion
747bias) and to build and maintain a mutual understanding of the task and the information at hand
748in order to manage to overcome the prior preferences and to choose the best candidate. In our
749study, we analyzed whether the CSK fostered desirable processes by comparing various
750indicators of discussion intensity and discussion content between the two experimental
751conditions. As expected, we observed higher discussion intensity in CSK groups compared
752to standard HP groups. Moreover, the discussion was more balanced with regard to shared and
753unshared information pieces, indicators of the establishment and maintenance of mutual
754understanding were more pronounced, and the overall decision quality was higher. In detail,
755the chance to make a correct decision based on the group discussion was over five times higher
756for CSK groups than standard HP groups. Furthermore, in both conditions, the multi-touch
757table environment led to high group motivation, high engagement with the task, and strong
758satisfaction with the group interaction.
759Overall, the results support the hypothesis that affordances of intuitively usable interactive
760support functions can foster desirable behavior in HP scenarios. The discussion of groups in
761the standard HP condition resembled those typically observed in HP scenarios (see Lu et al.
7622012), suggesting that we succeeded in creating a replication of a typical HP situation in our
763study. Remarkably, CSK groups achieved what groups in so many other studies (and also in
764our standard HP condition) struggled with: They identified the best solution for the HP
765(Brodbeck et al. 2007; Lu et al. 2012) even though participants held suboptimal preferences
766upon entering the group discussion. Importantly, our study also provides insights with regard
767to the mechanism presumably underlying the beneficial effects of the CSK: It seems that the
768affordances of the implemented interactive support functions positively influence the interac-
769tion quality in scenarios like HPs where CPS processes play an important role. In particular,
770this seems to be the case for functions like actively moving information items from a PS into a
771JS, structuring information within a JS, and the automatic merging of redundant information.
772Still, future studies are needed to single out more specific interactive support functions in order
773to gain a better understanding of the specific processes they support.
774Our findings are in line with those from other studies reporting positive impacts of multi-
775touch table use on discussion quality and group performance (Higgins et al. 2011; Higgins
776et al. 2012; Mercier and Higgins 2014; Shen et al. 2009). Moreover, they complement existing
777research (e.g., Deiglmayr and Spada 2010a, 2010b Q7, Deiglmayr and Spada 2011) showing that
778training and adaptive tutoring improves collaboration between dyads in a computer-mediated
779HP scenario. They provide evidence that such beneficial effects of technological support
780functions can also be obtained in a face-to-face setting, in triads of participants, without
781training or explicit scripting but rather by designing support functions that make use of the
782affordances of a technological tool – reflecting an implicit form of scripting.
783The discussion intensity of groups in the CSK condition was significantly higher than the
784discussion intensity in the standard HP condition. It is important to note that high discussion
785intensity does not necessarily prevent potentially problematic discussion patterns such as the
786distortion of content. The analyses revealed that in the standardHP condition informationmentioned
787during discussion was skewed in favor of shared information pieces, whereas CSK groups
788exchanged equal proportions of shared and unshared information pieces during discussion. This is
789an especially promising result, because in the HP literature, the discussion bias is agreed to be one of
790the main reasons for groups to fail to overcome prior preferences (Lu et al. 2012).
791An additional analysis regarding our standard HP condition revealed that that the decision
792quality after a pure discussion was enhanced once groups were provided with the full set of
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793information (i.e., merged version without indication of previously shared/unshared informa-
794tion) within a JS after the discussion. That is, after groups made their choice for a suboptimal
795candidate, they succeeded to correct this choice when a shared space was activated. This could
796either indicate that (1) activating a shared space (even without CSK) led groups to find the
797optimal solution or else that (2) having the merged information (visibly) accessible led groups
798to find the optimal solution. It is important to note, though, that the groups in the standard HP
799condition did not engage in intense communication upon the activation of the shared space.
800This indicates that the functions implemented in our CSK were indispensable to enhance the
801group discussion in a way to balance the discussion, to help participants to turn from own
802information or shared information to unshared information that else received too little attention
803(in the standard HP condition). Still, this finding shows that simply providing merged
804information might be a shortcut to a solution, but not to desirable group processes. Indeed,
805comparing the experimental conditions, groups with the CSK available were not only more
806likely to come to the right conclusion, they also engaged in more intense, structured and
807unbiased interaction and showed more indicators for mutual understanding, which is also
808essential for learning (Dillenbourg and Fischer 2007).
809In order to gain a better understanding of how participants experience the collaborative
810situation with the CSK, we analyzed group motivation, involvement in the interaction, and
811engagement with the task. All participants reported to have been highly motivated, a finding
812possibly highlighting the potential of new technologies, such as the multi-touch table, to intrigue
813people. However, we cannot rule out that motivation ratings were influenced by social desirabil-
814ity, which is why these results have to be interpreted with caution. Participants whowere provided
815with support reported higher engagement with the task and higher involvement and satisfaction
816with the interaction. Since subjective experiences can impact on the behavior of participants
817(Scholten et al. 2007), one should consider such beneficial effects of the rich communication
818environment created by setting when designing support systems to enhance CPS.
819Although decision quality was high overall in the CSK condition, screenshots from the
820multi-touch table indicated that the way in which groups employed the CSK differed. This
821observation is in line with case studies showing that differences in group dynamics can lead to
822differences in the use and the effectiveness of the available support functions (Rick et al. 2011).
823Such differences between groups are underemphasized in empirical studies to enable the
824comparison between conditions. While a more detailed, case based analysis of our data might
825reveal valuable insights, we argue that the empirical comparison between conditions in a first
826step is important to gauge the generalizability of the effects of the CSK. On a similar note, Rick
827et al. (2011) suggest that the design of technological support should be adapted to prompt
828desirable collaborative behavior in a subtle way, thereby possibly balancing differences (Rick
829et al. 2011). The differences in the use of the CSK might also be caused by participants’
830unfamiliarity with the interactive support functions. While in our setting the intuitive and
831diverse employment of the CSK fostered processes beneficial for CPS without tutoring, more
832complex scenarios might (only) benefit if participants are trained to make use of the available
833functions. Mercier and Higgins (2014) point out the importance of preparing users to employ
834the available multi-touch table functions during collaborative scenarios. Therefore, in other
835contexts, providing warming up exercises might be important to familiarize participants before
836the actual task. Future research should thus address the boundary conditions of spontaneous
837effects of CSK on CPS as demonstrated in the current study. One can assume that in more
838complex scenarios implicit scripting does not suffice. Therefore, exploring the circumstances
839under which it might be more expedient to employ explicit forms of scripting is important.
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840As mentioned, task complexity might also modulate the use of available interactive support
841functions. That is, the implementation of the CSK might be especially promising when task
842difficulty is high and it is unlikely to solve a task without additional resources (Leat and
843Nichols 2000; Martin and Schwartz 2009). In such situations that require individuals to deal
844with huge amounts of information (which is e.g., challenging for working memory), individ-
845uals may be more likely to use the CSK to create external representations. In conclusion,
846positive effects of interactive support functions might be even larger than suggested within the
847current research, when more difficult or burdensome tasks are implemented.
848Due to the relatively unrestricted setting used (i.e., free discussion, no explicit scripting), the
849current study adds insights to highly standardized studies assessing CPS skills like PISA 2015
850(OECD 2017). Generally, investigating CPS processes in real groups might be valuable to
851determine possible differences between human-to-human and human-to-agent interaction. A
852major advantage of the latter account is that it offers a high degree of standardization in CPS
853assessment, permitting use in a large-scale assessment like PISA 2015. While the high
854standardization of communication in the form of predefined messages is an asset in large-
855scale assessments, it also introduces a level of artificiality, that could induce unrealistic
856expectations for the interaction patterns CPS in the real world requires (Rosen 2015). So far,
857direct comparisons of human-to-human and human-to-agent CPS scenarios often used
858predefined messages even in the interaction with another human (see Rosen 2015), implying
859that the external validity of this approach in capturing an interaction between two or more
860humans is questionable. It is therefore important to study and compare CPS in situations in
861which interaction is unrestricted and follows natural communication patterns. Collaborative
862situations like those that we created in the present research elicit more realistic expectations
863and might therefore be well suited if CPS skills are to be trained. Additional value of studying
864ways to support and influence technology-assisted natural interactions stems from its transfer-
865ability to a multitude of real world scenarios, like a political committee discussing possibilities
866to counteract climate change or university students discussing different scientific publications
867critically. As such, our findings are likely to generalize to CPS in school and professional
868contexts; there, considering prior knowledge, beliefs, and preferences and designing techno-
869logical functions to emphasize and thus counteract them during group discussion might also
870further increase the beneficial potential of group work. Future research should thus adapt the
871current attempt and procedure to other settings. The current study also complements existing
872CSCL/CPS studies that focus on creating conditions that lead to maximal learning outcomes,
873as well as HP studies that have not yet focused on possibilities to technologically enrich face-
874to-face collaboration. Accordingly, future studies should employ more sophisticated and direct
875measures of grounding processes and mutual understanding, for example by coding non- and
876para-verbal cues (which are often used to establish common ground and to signal understand-
877ing) to get a clearer picture of how these processes can be supported (Clark and Brennan
8781991). One example for such a measure would be to analyze the extent of idea co-construction
879(ICC) within groups (Gweon and Rosé 2011). Gweon and Rosé (2011) define ICC as the
880process of “of taking up, transforming, or otherwise building on an idea expressed earlier in a
881conversation” (p. 1) and point out its relation to constructs like transactivity (Teasley 1997),
882social modes of co-construction (Weinberger and Fischer 2006) and inter-subjective meaning
883making (Suthers 2006). A higher extent of such communication patterns has been related to
884knowledge acquisition and is considered to be crucial in group work settings (Fischer et al.
8852002; Gweon and Rosé 2011; Teasley 1997). With regard to knowledge acquisition, it is
886important to note that we did not attempt to specifically target learning gains in the current
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887study. Thus, it remains an open issue whether the use of the CSK may also improve CPS skills
888in the long run. Although one might assume that our paradigm should also set conditions for
889successful learning of relevant CPS skills.
890Future studies should concentrate on the achievement of procedural knowledge during
891collaboration, for example by observing effects of training and experience with interactive
892support functions on the use of the available resources and the task performance. With new
893technological developments, the presence of touch technologies such as the multi-touch table
894and the familiarity with often-implemented functions are likely to increase. It is possible that
895effects of such designed functions change with increasing experience, as it has been observed
896for computer-mediated communication (with more experience, communication can be adapted
897and disadvantages of computer-mediated communication like reduced social presence etc. are
898experienced less negatively; DeLuca et al. 2006; Nowak et al. 2006). Therefore, observing
899how the use of interactive support functions changes with experience and how they can be
900adapted to elicit desirable behavior in different settings is an important task for future research.
901Due to the continuous increased occurrence of dispersed teams and working groups and the
902upswing of technological developments like e-mail, chat, video-chat, research has concentrated on
903computer-mediated communication in dispersed settings for a long time (Baltes et al. 2002; Swaab
904et al. 2012). However, collaboration in face-to-face scenarios remains indispensable in many
905situations. Hence, it is vital to understand how these everyday-life scenarios can be supported
906technologically to shed light on prior knowledge and preference in order to enhance and de-bias
907collaborative processes in the context of work, education, and learning. In our study, we employed a
908HP scenario at a multi-touch table, investigating the interaction of groups in an actual face-to-face
909scenario. Results indicate that groups can be supported technologically during face-to-face discus-
910sions, fostering desirable communication processes and rendering the CPS process more expedient.
911Using a technological kit of multi-touch table functions, we succeeded in eliciting interactive
912processes increasing the likelihood that groups exchanged and integrated previously unshared
913information, overcame prior preferences, and established and maintained mutual understanding.
914We demonstrate that the affordances of our CSK can increase discussion intensity and mutual
915understanding and balance discussion biases. Furthermore, the task focus can also be increased (i.e.,
916stronger amount of on-topic utterances), and the discussion content can be balanced (i.e., decreased
917discussion bias). In addition, it is promising for other contexts in which prior preferences and
918knowledge play a role, such as collaboration in the classroom or in decision-making scenarios with
919multiple stakeholders. For example, it could support a multidisciplinary team of medical specialists
920deciding on the optimum treatment for a patient. The current results show that the availability of
921interactive support functions can elicit processes to enhance the intensity and favorability of
922collaborative processes, increasing outcome quality.

923
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